


THE WORLD HAS A SERIOUS 

MONETARY PROBLEM



FIAT CURRENCY PARADOX

NO FIAT CURRENCY HAS SURVIVED THE 

TEST OF TIME AND THE VAGARIES OF 

MONETARY AUTHORITIES

All fiat currencies - across time & space - have 100%-failure



RESERVE CURRENCY LIFESPAN 

Even global reserve currencies don’t have an everlasting lifespan …

… they always lose their reserve status … and soon or later revert to zero-mean 



U.S. dollar – the reigning reserve currency - has lost more than 95% of its purchasing

power since 1913… like numerous fiats that have ever existed, it will revert to zero mean.

U.S. DOLLAR: NEAR-ZERO PURCHASING POWER 



DEBAUCHING FIAT CURRENCY

John Maynard Keynes quoted the Communist Russian Vladimir Lenin declaring that the best way

to destroy the capitalist system is to debauch the currency. Keynes further opined that Lenin was

right by emphasizing that “There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of

society than to debauch the currency. The process engages all the hidden forces of economic law

on the side of destruction and does it in a manner which not one man in a million is able to

diagnose.”

The Keynes’ outcry was an echo of Copernicus on the Minting of Money back in 1525 who argued

that civil discord, high death rate, sterility of the soil, and debasement of coinage are the four most

serious maladies that cause the decline of kingdoms, princedoms, & republics.

Copernicus further contended that the first three maladies are so obvious that everybody

recognizes the damage they cause; but the debasement of coinage, is noticed by only a few very

thoughtful people, since it does not operate all at once and at a single blow, but gradually

overthrows governments, and in a hidden, insidious way.

Lenin, Keynes and Copernicus reliably agree that the debauching of money overthrows the

social order and governments ... the empirical evidence proves them right since Roman Empire

VLADIMIR LENIN (1870-1924)

JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES (1883 -1946)

NICOLAUS COPERNICUS (1473 -1543)

https://www.advisorperspectives.com/articles/2020/02/10/the-feds-hidden-driver-of-inflation
https://www.advisorperspectives.com/articles/2020/02/10/the-feds-hidden-driver-of-inflation
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ralphbenko/2013/12/23/keynes-and-copernicus-the-debasement-of-money-overthrows-the-social-order-and-governments/?sh=617533325fc4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ralphbenko/2013/12/23/keynes-and-copernicus-the-debasement-of-money-overthrows-the-social-order-and-governments/?sh=617533325fc4


Even the most reliable fiat money such as the British Pound, 

US Dollar, Yen … always sink into relative worthlessness

FIAT ALWAYS SINKS INTO WORTHLESSNESS

As Lenin, Keynes and Copernicus clearly stated, 

the failure of a fiat currency or what they called the 

debauchery of money is a gradual insidious buildup 

process before it suddenly spirals out of control and 

skyrockets into oblivion. 

The German Gold Mark was a gold-backed 

currency for the German empire from 1873-1914. 

After the gold standard was abandoned in 1914, the 

paper mark would soon become worthless, hyper-

inflating itself to toilet paper tier within 10 years.

The long-lasting fiat is the British Pound Sterling

with 325 years old age! It was created in 1694 with 

the founding of the Bank of England to help finance 

the 1694 - British war.  It has lost almost 100% of its 

value compared to its initial value in silver.

WHEN PRICES START DOUBLING, CIVIL UNREST IS ALWAYS AT THE CORNER

https://news.bitcoin.com/how-fiat-money-fails-deconstructing-the-governments-paper-thin-promise/
https://news.bitcoin.com/how-fiat-money-fails-deconstructing-the-governments-paper-thin-promise/


Unless the world witnesses a sudden financial cataclysm totally collapsing the US Dollar, 

it will relatively remain the global fiat currency of choice until the 

Bitcoin and other cryptos rise to its displacement.

▪ With anemic growth, debt addiction & huge unfunded liabilities in the United States, one wonders if the US dollar is not speeding to its demise. Such conclusion is certainly

hasty. For one, the United States is not in the debt mess alone, all the major economies that make up the bulk of the global economy are in it together. Thus, no one can

provide a viable alternative to the dollar reserve currency! Secondary, the US debt is not a bilateral agreement, it is a market product acquired by the US debt holders from

the US government debt market which is the most liquid on the planet! This makes the US Debt more a problem for its Holders than the problem of the United States. A

massive sell-off by US debt holders will lead to the collapse of US debt yield & the decline of the US dollar – making the remaining US debt in the books of the holders

worthless! The dollar plunge will make foreign exports denominated in US dollar uncompetitive – giving hard time the export-led growth countries such as China.

▪ Most importantly, the global debt and trade are denominated in US dollar. This means that the dollar is the dominant liquidity provider to the global payments & settlements.

The yuan, the currency of China - the 2nd largest economy on Earth - represents just 1.61% in global financial transactions – thus, irrelevant and nowhere near overtaking the

dollar for global payments (CNBC).

▪ Whether you like it or not, the global fiat currency system is still a dollarized world in which the United States enjoys a significant latitude in its debt management because it

can print – or click into existence - all the dollars it needs - including payoff its debts if it so wishes! Thus, the dollar-printing is a luxury the rest of the world cannot access

simply because the dollar is the sovereign legal tender of the United States. This means that the rest of the world depends on the United States to supply the dollar liquidity

they need in their global payments and trade settlements. In nutshell, the world – including China - depends on dollar flows in the seeable future.

▪ This global dependence to dollar by increasing demand for dollar-liquidity – not only makes the dollar stronger and consequently makes harder for the rest of the world to

manage their debt – but also reinforces the dollar centrality to global economy. Even though the US dollar has lost 95% of its purchasing power since 1913, it is – not only

bound to outperform the rest of fiat currencies – but also to be the indicated beneficiary of the global monetary expansion frenzy and the refuge currency in time of crisis.

The US dollar might be limping with a walking monetary stick, but it still standing while other fiat currencies are in wheelchairs.

▪ The question is: why does the rest of the world not exit such taxing dollar system? Not as simple as it looks: the dollar-demand collapse would lead to supplier-dollar

downfall and the assets priced in dollar will tremendously go up globally – plunging the world economy into a hyperinflation. The global economy is in a dollar liquidity trap.

IS THE DOLLAR STILL SUPREME?

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/02/china-currency-yuan-the-rmb-isnt-near-overtaking-the-us-dollar.html


VOODOO ECONOMICS



VOODOO ECONOMICS
Voodoo Economics - also known as Supply-Side Tax Policy is a

policy embraced by the political alchemists who claim that an

economic growth can be achieved by cutting taxes. They believe

that such tax cuts would increase savings and investment capacity.

They further contend that the increase of the investment from tax

savings especially by the rich class – the larger beneficiaries of

the tax cuts - would result into an economic growth that will trickle

down to the overall economy. This might be true if the saved

income from tax cuts are invested in the real economy. The

problem is that the rich class tend to invest in the speculative

finance economy - not in the real economy.

If the trickle-down doesn’t happen, how can the economy grow

since the tax cuts lead to tax revenues drop. The quick answer is

by DEBT. And this is what exactly happened in United States. The

current wild west U.S. debt mad-dash was inaugurated by the

Venerated Conservative President Reagan (1981-1989) who tripled

the $1 Trillion US Debt incurred within 188 years from Presidents

George Washington (1789-1797) to Jimmy Carter (1974-1977) to $3

Trillion in just his 8 years in office!

Then, Presidents George Bush II, Obama and Trump religiously

followed Reagan’s leads and made the U.S. Debt Hyperbolic to

over $28 Trillion after a short-lived relief President Clinton brought

to the U.S. debt during his tenure between1993-2001.

Presidents George Bush II, Obama and Trump religiously followed 

Reagan’s leads and made the US Debt Hyperbolic to over $28 Trillion!

President Biden is expected to be more performant in jacking up the US Debt.

Source: zFacts.com

https://zfacts.com/national-debt/


DEBT AS AN ADDICTION: DEBT BEGETS DEBT

$28 Trillion 

U.S. Federal Debt 

$224,748

Debt per U.S. Taxpayer

130%

U.S. Federal Debt to GDP Ratio 

$4.3 Trillion 

U.S. Actual Budget Deficit

$162.5 Trillion 

U.S. Unfunded Liabilities

$491,898

Liabilities Per U.S. Citizen 

The U.S. economy is heading into a serious debt 

service crisis once interest rates correct… 

…and they will.

Globally, governments & corporations  are deep in debt… and they are no longer borrowing 

with the intention to pay back… but rather with the intention to rollover the debt 

Source: https://www.usdebtclock.org/

https://www.usdebtclock.org/


US DEBT IS A MORE INTERNAL THAN EXTERNAL ISSUE 
▪ As of January 2021, China owns around $1.07 Trillion, 

or about 4% of the $28 Trillion US Debt.  Japan holds 

4.6% at $1.25 Trillion.  

▪ Contrary to the proclaimed opinion, China dumping 

the US debt will neither send the United States into 

debt crisis nor propel the Yuan to displace the US 

Dollar as the global reserve currency.  

▪ To have a real impact, most of the Holders of $7.07 

Trillion or 25% of the US Debt must collide and dump 

the US debt simultaneously.  This is highly unlikely. 

▪ Maybe what they can do is to stop buying US debt.  In 

this case, the US debt will be simply monetized: Fed 

prints dollars and buys fresh treasuries.  This will 

increase dollar supply in the global system which 

might lead to inflation if the foreign countries don’t 

sterilize their monetary policies to avoid the 

appreciation of their domestic currencies to maintain 

the competitive edge of their exports.

The threat for the US Dollar demise is more internal than external  

through reckless monetary and fiscal policies

Source: Statistica

https://www.statista.com/statistics/246420/major-foreign-holders-of-us-treasury-debt/


ANEMIC GLOBAL GROWTH

REGION GROWTH

Pre-2008 

Crisis

Post-2008 

Crisis 

OECD COUNTRIES
2.8% 0.2%

EURO COUNTRIES
2.5% -0.3%

JAPAN 1.9% -0.6%

UNITED STATES 2.9% 0.5%

NON-OECD COUNTRIES 6.5% 1.9%

▪ The conventional wisdom dictates a recession to be followed by a period of strong 
economic growth.  

▪ Paradoxical reality:  U.S. corporate debt is in bubble:  after the 2008 Great 
Recession, large companies picked $10 trillion-debt +  $5.5 trillion of SMEs not 
Listed in Stock Exchange = $15.5 Trillion or 74% of US GDP.

▪ However, instead of investing such huge debt in CAPEX (Fixed Assets, R&D or 
innovation), corporations spent a record of $5.1 trillion  on dividends and buyback 
shares. 

▪ Obviously, such share buyback made each remaining stock worth more - thereby 
increasing the ownership stake of each remaining shareholder.  

▪ Many executives exercised their stock-options and hit the exit door out of their 
corporations.

▪ A total of 1,160 CEOs in the U.S. have left their jobs in the first 9 months of 2019 
according to Challenger, Gray, & Christmas (Quartz at Work of 10/18/2019) … they 
are running away from a moribund economy that is on its death bed since 2008!

The global economy never got out of 2008 crisis

Capex has been weak since then



TOO MUCH AIR FEEDING BUBBLES
▪ Control of Business & Economic Cycles by providing hefty bailouts that prevents the functioning of free markets to perform the necessary

economic creative destruction preconized by the Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter in 1942. Most countries now - through a deliberate

policy - use monetary expansion and easing beyond their usefulness just to keep the financial economy afloat. These bailouts – not only keep

the over-leveraged zombie banks & corporations on monetary life support – but also creates a breeding ground of easy credit for unviable

companies to rise & see the light. This financial zombification sucks life out of the economy and clouds out the innovation & productivity.

▪ 2-Speed Economy – especially with the Monetary Expansion which is performed by unelected technocrats at the central banks across the

globe. The global monetary expansion is pregnant with a deceitful moral-hazard captured by the too-big-to-fail banks well-knowing that they

will be lightly even never penalized for their wild outrageous bets and fraudulent behavior. As the saying goes, the gains at the too-big-to-fail

are privatized and fill their private pockets while their reckless risk-taking is socialized, and their losses bailed out by the taxpayers!

▪ Monetary Inequality. Money trickled down into the economy through transmission mechanisms. Since the bulk of money supply is created

by the commercial banks through lending by writing loans and financing them by supplying numbers in their books out of thin air, only those

who have access to credit are beneficiaries of the monetary expansion while the vast majority of the taxpayers that run on credit card debt,

student loans, payday loans … are just tributaries to the monetary creation since they have very limited to no access to credit.

▪ Astronomic Debts at Sovereign, Corporate & Consumer Levels are rampant especially in Europe, America, China – the most contributors

to world GDP. Everywhere debt is begetting debt as more debt is needed to offset the due-ones. The Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) is

reigning supreme - hooking countries to debt addiction.

The 2008 Great Recession was triggered  by the housing bubble, this time is different:  the easy 

money has propelled most asset prices to very high altitudes.  The fall is likely going to be 

hard – especially since there is no cognitive precedent to this looming crisis 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/creativedestruction.asp


TO O  MA NY  SCA NDA LS IN THE G LO B A L FINA NCIA L SY STEM

▪ Fiat Currency-Based Monetary and Market System: has been and is often abused and manipulated on a global scale such as the Libor Scandal (London

Interbank Offered Rate) that came to light in 2012. This is a reference rate upon which rely some $550 Trillion - financial products from student loans,

mortgages to financial derivatives... The scandal damaged Libor's validity as a credible benchmark rate … it is scheduled to be abandoned by June 30, 2023

and be replaced by the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR). To such scandal you add the rampant criminality in the global banking which paid

$331,558,339,161 in penalties and fines since 2000 for 6,166 violations and crimes along with precious metal prices manipulation by Comex and LBMA Banks

Trading Unallocated Gold, and you have a recipe for loss of trust in the markets.

▪ A Deutsche Bank Report says that between 2006 and 2015, UK received $129 billion (about $400 per person in the US) from fugitive asylum seekers that was

routed to its offshore havens — the British Virgin Islands, Cayman, Gibraltar, Jersey and Guernsey. Some of this mana comes from corrupt leaders from poor

countries. UK launder money with impunity according to Corruption Watch which estimates that UK’s wealth management industry manages $800 billion of

global wealth at particular risk of laundering since its Financial Regulator Financial Control Authority (FCA) - has brought zero prosecutions for breaches in

UK’s Money Laundering Regulations since 2007! And yet the World is asked to trust the Libor, the London Fix for precious metals prices fixing!

▪ There are many greedy sharks armed with free money from central banks ready to rip off the market for some marginal gains! JP Morgan didn’t pick up $920

million-fines from the US Department of Justice for being an Altar Boy, but as a punishment for its serial manipulation and schemes to defraud the precious

metal prices – especially the silver.

▪ Banks and the global financial system enable State looting at a devastating human cost. They profit from genocide, terror (BNP Paribas), drugs, corruption on

global scale, the big banks such as Barclays, RBS, HSBC, NatWest and UBS, Riggs Bank, Citibank, Credit Suisse have a history of handling stolen assets,

enabling tax evasion, and laundering dirty money ...

The US Senator Elizabeth Warren rightly stated that “If large financial institutions can break the law 

and accumulate millions in profits and, if they get caught, settle by paying out of those profits, 

they do not have much incentive to follow the law.”

https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/prog.php?parent=&major_industry_sum=&primary_offense_sum=&agency_sum=&hq_id_sum=&company_op=starts&company=&major_industry%5B%5D=financial+services&case_category=&all_offense%5B%5D=&penalty_op=%3E&penalty=&govt_level=&agency_code%5B%5D=&pen_year%5B%5D=&pres_term=&free_text=&case_type=&ownership%5B%5D=&hq_id=&naics%5B%5D=&state=&city&order=pen_year&sort=asc&page=62
https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/prog.php?parent=&major_industry_sum=&primary_offense_sum=&agency_sum=&hq_id_sum=&company_op=starts&company=&major_industry%5B%5D=financial+services&case_category=&all_offense%5B%5D=&penalty_op=%3E&penalty=&govt_level=&agency_code%5B%5D=&pen_year%5B%5D=&pres_term=&free_text=&case_type=&ownership%5B%5D=&hq_id=&naics%5B%5D=&state=&city&order=pen_year&sort=asc&page=62
https://static.bullionstar.com/blogs/uploads/2017/02/Bullion-Banking-Infographic.jpg
https://www.dnaindia.com/analysis/column-why-britain-is-the-playground-of-fugitive-billionaires-2629214
https://www.dnaindia.com/analysis/column-why-britain-is-the-playground-of-fugitive-billionaires-2629214
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/jpmorgan-chase-co-agrees-pay-920-million-connection-schemes-defraud-precious-metals-and-us
file:///C:/Users/Ganzi/AppData/Local/Temp/Banks_and_Dirty_Money_Global_Witness.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Ganzi/AppData/Local/Temp/Banks_and_Dirty_Money_Global_Witness.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Ganzi/AppData/Local/Temp/Banks_and_Dirty_Money_Global_Witness.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Ganzi/AppData/Local/Temp/Banks_and_Dirty_Money_Global_Witness.pdf


EVERYWHERE BUBBLE

▪ Reuters (Nov 15, 2019) predicted the global debt (government,
corporate and financial sector) to cross over $255 Trillion by the end of
2019 - that is $32,500 for every man, woman and child on earth. The
Covid-19 Pandemic Response helped add $24 Trillion to the global debt
mountain in 2020, bringing it to a new high of over $280 Trillion!

▪ Since the Lehman Brothers collapse in 2008, governments went on
borrowing spree and by 2019, they added more than $30 Trillion to their
debt stock, corporations added $25 Trillion, households $9 Trillion and
banks $2 Trillion.

▪ The non-financial sector has topped 240% of world GDP at $190 Trillion
(BIS, IMF).

▪ Global Bond Markets increased from $87 Trillion in 2009 to over $115
Trillion in 2019.

These are huge numbers, and they are unlikely payable!

The world is faced with everything bubble spread

like a cancer in every crevice of the global economy



EVERYTHING & 
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SYSTEMIC RISK

▪ There is no way Deutsche Bank (as 

shown on this image) could collapse 

without taking the numerous 

tentacles in its derivative spider web 

into its grave in a domino-effect 

crisis.  

▪ The question is: Can the global 

financial system survive the collapse 

of a bank in the size of Deutsche 

Bank?

▪ Such demise will systematically 

spread to global markets.

According to a McKinney report, “nearly 60% of 

banks – globally - are not generating returns on 

equity which could be exacerbated if another 

crisis hits.”



FED – RESPONSE TO 2008 - GREAT RECESSION

▪ The $20 Trillion - Fed Response excludes CBLS (Central

Bank Liquidity Swaps) Estimated at $10.06 Trillion by

Felkerson, 2011 - Sourcing the FED.

▪ This brings the Total FED intervention as the lender of the last

resort stood to a whopping $30 trillion. How did this happen?

Who did give FED this mandate? Is there any relevant Fed -

audit report?

▪ Congress - which has the constitutional power of the purse -

was not even consulted! It was busy and distracted into the

dog-fight for the passage of the Obama Stimulus (the

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act – ARRA of

February 17, 2009) estimated at $787 billion.

▪ As you can, there are non-US Banks as part of Fed

Response. What this means is that the Fed was simply

preventing the Dollar Global System from crashing.

Source: Dr. Ganziro’s Adaptation to Felkerson (2011) – Sourced from 

Federal Reserve

14 Largest Participants into FED’s Response to the Great Recession



▪ Central banks as lenders of last resort are supposed to intervene occasionally to rescue banks in distress. But after 2008, most of the

central banks have been intervening nonstop to rescue the markets - becoming ipso-facto the market-maker or market-lender of last resort

- stimulating more equity-market than macroeconomic recovery.

▪ The new normal is that FED opens large its vault to repo and quantitative easing irrigation allowing the banks to grab cheap to free money

to boost profitability through derivative bets and other fees & yield-chasing speculations on the markets - with the understanding that

taxpayers will bailout any bet that goes wrong. The problem is that the expansion of money supply is governed by a law of accelerating,

issuance and depreciation: the more money you print, the more money you will have to print later to prevent the system to collapse, but

the more the currency will depreciate.

▪ The Fed balance sheet has been skyrocketing to accommodate government & corporate debt monetization and equity-market stimulus.

This is bad economics, but it is the price of normalcy and recency bias, the fee for markets calmness, the cost of oblivion in which market

participants and the population are kept into an illusionary state of unawareness & unconsciousness of divergences and adverse tide

engulfing the global economy. This is the cost of keeping the citizenry excited at the plateau of bull market entertainment rather than

containing them on the streets!

▪ Experts call the above state the Minsky Moment in which stability begets instability: the markets’ intoxication from the continuous flow of

financial cocaine supplied by the central bankers induces reckless risk-taking and misallocation of capital that will lead unavoidably to

global financial slaughter.

NO MONETARY TOOL STILL WORKING

One wonders if the political and financial establishments 

fulfilling their fiduciary duty to people



FED – BALANCE SHEET TO RECORD HIGHS

Until when FED 

will continue to 

stuff its balance 

sheet with toxic 

assets to save 

the moribund 

global banking 

system?

The doubling of 

the Fed Balance 

sheet will be 

accelerating .



GAME OF TRUST
HOW LONG WILL THE GOVERNMENTS AND CENTRAL BANKS

KEEP INTACT THE TRUST OF CITIZENRY UNTIL THEY REALIZE THAT: 

▪ The fiat money running in their economy is being printed into oblivion

▪ They are being told only the positive side of the state of their economy

▪ Their social security and pension funds coffers are on the brink of being empty

▪ The plateau of the repeated new highs in the bull markets is an illusion of stability. How come

the Dow-30 is over 34,000 as of April 29, 2021 - while the economy is still under the spells of

Covid-19

▪ That the state-sanctioned banking system is populated by too-big-to-fail zombie banks

▪ Their perception of reality is deliberately clouded by empty headlines and breaking news

▪ They are surrounded by bubbles except that there is no bubble in their wages

Trust is a delicate virtue. Once people take it away, fiat

money and governments fail as people descend into the streets. 

This has been witnessed in many parts of the world throughout history



RACE TO DIGITAL LEGAL TENDER



RACE TO DIGITAL MONEY: BIS MONEY FLOWER

While BIS believes that the central banks will still play a significant role in the future money, 

the world is moving to digital peer-to-peer & decentralized money free from 

the control of the very central banking system  

The BIS Money Flower focuses on the combinations of four 

key properties (Financial Times): 

▪ ISSUER: mainly central bank

▪ FORM: digital or physical 

▪ ACCESSIBILITY: widely or restricted

▪ TECHNOLOGY: token or account-based

Money is typically based on one of two basic technologies:

• TOKEN-BASED: Cash and many digital currencies

• ACCOUNT-BASED: balances in reserve accounts and 

most forms of commercial bank money.

https://www.ft.com/content/862f247b-005b-3915-b22a-542b5ab3736b


CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY 
▪ With the growing popularity & interest in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum and their underlying blockchain network running on

distributed ledger technology, central banks have been scrambling to band-wagon into virtual currencies. Note that the Central Banks and the

State-sanctioned banking system are the reason why Bitcoin came into existence and why the crypto world is striving. After destroying the free

market, they produced dinosaur-zombie financial institutions that suck life out of the manipulable financial system that doesn’t work for all.

▪ Faced with the steady launch of new cryptocurrencies and the regulators’ inability to control their growth and influence, central banks are

terrified to lose their enduring monetary power to cryptos due to crypto decentralized and regulation-free nature. Many countries across the

globe are working on or contemplating launching their own versions of regulated and centralized cryptocurrencies.

▪ On such premise, the central bank digital currency (CBDC) is structurally at odd with real cryptos which were born to free people from the grips

of the same central banks! Nevertheless, countries like UK, China, US, Japan, Canada, Uruguay, Thailand, Venezuela, Sweden, and

Singapore, Russia … are active in the CBDC landscape. But as of now, no CBDC has been officially launched – except deploying pilot projects.

▪ Will the CBDC be freely mass-adopted or imposed as a legal tender though the application of hard State police power? It is hard to tell after

people – especially the new generation - have tasted the freedom bestowed upon them by the real cryptos such as Bitcoin and Ethereum -

especially since CBDC will be part of the money supply controlled by the central banks.

▪ Will the central banks ever willingly relinquish their monetary power? You bet! Unless forced by a public trust crisis in their fiat currencies or

displaced by crypto asset-drive by advanced technology such as blockchain! The CBDC is an attempt to manage this public trust and maintain

their monetary power – thus preventing free discovery of price of money by monopolizing it so they can print it out of thin air for the benefit of the

miniscule club of their well-connected.

A BIS Survey conducted in 2021 showed 86% of central banks are actively researching the potential 

for CBDCs, 60% are experimenting with the technology, and 14% are deploying pilot projects.



IMF - GUIDE TO NEGATIVITY
▪ IMF’s working paper Prepared by Ruchir Agarwal and Miles S. Kimball back in April 2019 provided an expert guide to enabling deep negative rates

to fight recessions. This is a trumpet to central banks to conspire and impose negative interest rate and electronic money regime worldwide. This is

a brand-new financial mysticism and alchemy in which the IMF argues that negative interest rate is not a natural law, but a policy choice!

▪ The Guide to negativity has already been put into experiment and the global negative-yielding bond market crossed $17 trillion-mark (Bloomberg:

08/17/2019). The negative interest practice has been spreading to bank deposits - especially in Europe and Japan - as central banks are left with

few options to combat economic issues. A 10 million Suisse Francs – balance in Credit Suisse will earn you a negative return of -0.85%.

▪ Negative Interest Rate Regime is a Severe Financial Repression which confers a negative value to time. It is just a confiscation of savings

whereby mainly the pension funds subsidize the major bond issuers namely the sovereigns and corporations by lending them the savings of their

pensioners and pay a penalty (negative interest) for lending them. All good intentions put aside, the IMF’s Guide to Negativity is pregnant with such

nefarious measures and far-reaching consequences that will fasten the global economy into crisis and speed-up mass adoption for cryptocurrency

and blockchain technology and a rush to precious metals.

▪ This is because the combination of the Negative Rates and the Central Bank Digital Currency whereby the Central Banks will open accounts and

lend directly to the real economy will disintermediate and render the commercial banks irrelevant in the Money Supply Chain in which they are the

main Money Creation & Supply by issuing loans funded by the supply of numbers in their books!

▪ The problem is that the public doesn’t really know what central banks do – except being mysterious institutions run by technocrats. US President

Andrew Jackson deeply despised them and scorned them as powerful private institutions prone to corruption and difficult to control. So far,

President Jackson has not been proved wrong! It doesn’t matter how hard the central banks try and how much brutal force they can lobby; they

are out public’s favor; and therefore, cannot be the institutions of the future.

IMF Guide to Negativity along with the Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) – not only 

will signal the end of the commercial banking – but also the mass adoption of cryptocurrency

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2019/04/29/Enabling-Deep-Negative-Rates-A-Guide-46598
https://news.bitcoin.com/credit-suisse-is-latest-bank-to-charge-clients-for-cash-deposits/


DAY OF RECKONING
▪ No one knows the day of markets reckoning. What is certain is that cycles always prevail, debts always reach the ceiling in terms of the amount of debt

the economy can carry … and markets always correct.

▪ When markets are left alone to self-correct, they always do it with vengeance and inflict stiff economic pain. The political and monetary ruling class will
work hard to avoid such pain at all cost. This is known as kicking the can or after me the deluge. Once the crisis strikes, it always runs over the masses
and barely touches the ruling class because it has the advantage of inside knowledge and has the time to take refuge and shield itself.

▪ Corrections avoidance makes the problems bigger: meteoric rise of stock markets, bigger debts bubbles, bigger leverages, bigger money supply, bigger
shadow banking, bigger off-balance sheet derivatives, bigger capital misallocation… but it always arrives a time when the markets have no other choice
than a precipitous & forceful corrections or hard landing.

▪ Are we there yet?
• The permanent liquidity injection on repo by central banks to keep banks afloat does not indicate a healthy banking system. It is a very tense

situation!

• Before the advent of the Covid-19, there were a global bubbling malaise and mass protests erupting in many parts of the world … in France, Hong
Kong, Chile, Lebanon, Ecuador, India, Bolivia, Sudan, Iraq, Spain… and the common denominator of these protests is that they all morph into wider
grievances against years of oppression of the poorest, wealth and income inequality, corruption, political freedom, police brutality, unfair socio-
political … they are all against an economic system working for few – not for them.

• The trigger can be prompted from anywhere on the planet – particularly by the collapse of any of more than 30 global systematically important
banks (GSIB) or from any major player in the shadow banking (non-depository out of banking regulation oversight) due to their complex
interconnectedness.

When conditions are ripe, the crisis always appears... 

… there is no smooth landing and transition in the horizon 



THE SO LUTIO N



BLOCKCHAIN MARKET DISRUPTION

▪ Nakamoto - the pseudo inventor of Bitcoin – complained back in 2009 that the history of fiat currencies is full of

breaches of the trust that people put into the legal fiat tender the central banks hold as our money. However, the

central bank – centric banking system print the fiat legal tender into oblivion and lent it out in waves of credit bubbles

through fractional reserve banking.

▪ Blockchain & Crypto Innovation and its decentralized peer-to-peer nature by by-passing intermediation is

unstoppable in all facets of the global economy from banking & finance to real estate, cross-border money movement,

intellectual rights, propriety titles, identity, up to voting rights – which will soon or later be disrupted beyond recognition

& tokenized on blockchain platform.

▪ Blockchain & Crypto Innovation ensures privacy out of the long-held control of governments and state-sanctioned

banking system.

▪ Power is not Given, it is Taken. A war against crypto by governments & state-sanctioned bankers is inevitable, but

they can’t win it. Blockchain & crypto are here to stay and it will not stop to revolutionizing financial markets and

disrupting the socio-political and economic establishments worldwide.

Raaskoin offers precious metals - backed digital asset

supported by blockchain-based infrastructure



CRYPTO FUTURE MARKET
▪ An investment of $100 back in 2009 @ $0.01 in the very beginning of bitcoin, would have secured around 10,000 bitcoins (minus transaction fees). These 10,000 Bitcoins’ market

value at over $63,200/BTC as of 04/13/2021 would be over $632 Million! Since then, the market retracted to $44,500/Bitcoin as of 05/17/2021. But this is a more buying opportunity

than a 90% crash – especially since many institutional investors including traded companies, hedge, pension, endowment - even sovereign funds - are entering the Bitcoin Space!

The biggest BTC Holders are MicroStrategy (0.437 of total corporate holdings) and Tesla (0.202). Furthermore, 1 Bitcoin = 1 Bitcoin and this is a constant. Bitcoin going up and

down is the reflection of the appreciative and depreciative movements of the US dollar on forex markets.

▪ If any institutional investor exit the market, there might be some market sneezing, but the BTC upward trend since its inception will not change the course – even if the whales and

deep pockets spread the FUD (fear, uncertainty & doubt), manipulate & short the markets in order to buy into the deep from scared small investors. There will always be volatility

because it is a function of price discovery.

▪ Crypto rich have already joined the knight club of Forbes Billionaires such as Sam Bankman-Fried ($8.7Bn), Brian Armstrong ($6.5Bn), Chris Larsen ($3.4Bn), Cameron Winklevoss

($3Bn), Tyler Winklevoss ($3Bn), Michael Saylor ($2.3Bn), Jed McCaleb ($2Bn), Fred Ehrsam ($1.9Bn), Changpeng Zhao ($1.9Bn), Barry Silbert ($1.6Bn), Matthew Roszak

($1.5Bn). MicroStrategy holds approximately 92,079 Bitcoins as of 5/18/2021.

▪ Crypto Market Cap topped $2 trillion for the first time on Monday April 5, 2021. As the global fiat currency system melts away, Cryptos – led by Bitcoin will occupy the vacuum – a

space of over $500 Trillion market of global assets including stocks, real estate, bonds, cash (in global currencies), derivatives, gold… the Crypto Market Cap is projected to hover

somewhere between $100 to 500 trillion with crypto mass adoption.

▪ Bitcoin is the dominant and most secure crypto asset, but with limited user capabilities while Ethereum is the dominant crypto application with almost unlimited user capabilities.

“While Bitcoin is just a piece of digital code, Ethereum acts as a store of data and a marketplace for assets. It can perform the tasks of brokers, exchanges and other intermediaries,

with the help of so-called embedded smart contracts. These ensure transaction details are correct, funds are paid, and assets change hands as set out in a preprogrammed piece of

code. Ethereum is also behind most non-fungible tokens, which are digital representations of things, people or concepts that investors can buy in the form of units of data stored on a

secure computer ledger — artworks, for example” (Financial Times). Furthermore, Cryptos have very low or negative correlation with the traditional asset classes such as equities,

commodities, real estate, or bonds. A crisis in one of those markets might not spread into the Crypto Market!

▪ Cryptocurrencies are not currencies in the true sense of fiat currency such as euro, dollar, yuan, etc., they are rather Crypto Assets, and any sale transaction triggers a tax event.

▪ It is important to note that Bitcoin, even though it is backed by great technology is zero-risk. Human ingenuity is a dynamic evolution and there might be a better technology tomorrow

rendering Blockchain obsolete. However, Bitcoin is being entrenched into the world socio-economic fiber and it is here to stay.

Blockchain technology & crypto mass-adoption is heating up

neither central banks nor government will be able to stop the crypto tide

https://bitcointreasuries.org/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnhyatt/2021/04/06/the-cryptocurrency-tycoons-on-forbes-2021-billionaires-list/?sh=580ccda625e2
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-08/bitcoin-is-the-scarcest-asset-microstrategy-ceo-saylor-says
https://amp.ft.com/content/b06e84a6-2a8e-4816-a62c-c30b2b922811


GENERATIONAL MARKET CHANGE
▪ ACCORDING TO A COLDWELL BANKERS REPORT OF OCT. 16, 2019

• There are 618,000 millennial millionaires and rising in the United States and by 2030, millennials will hold five times as much wealth as they have

in 2019.

• Millennials are also expected to inherit over $68 trillion from boomers in the greatest transfer of wealth in history. Furthermore, Millennials are a

better educated and have greater potential of making money in more technology-driven creative ways than any generation in the history.

• Millennials are massively investing in crypto and blockchain technology. It is Estimated that over 60% of Bitcoins Holders are less than 35-Year-

Old. Finished are the days of the old-fashioned central bank – driven banking system stuffed with PhDs with outdated economic and finance

theories preaching the centrality of monetary systems. The Fed employs over 400 PhD – Economists!

• Millennials are not going back to such abused financial system manipulated by the Old Guard at FED, ECB, Bank of Japan, Bank of China, etc.

Trying hard to block the storming waves of the ever-advancing technologies - at either provider level or user level – especially if these advances

are fully embraced by the young generations is indeed pointless. In any case, the Old Guard is about to be vastly replaced by the fresh minds that

have already tested some intoxication of the crypto cocktail.

▪ BOOMERS INHERITANCE COMES WITH A MAJOR LIABILITY: BOMMERS’ DEBT AND LEVERAGED ECONOMY

• Boomers have a 21 millions homes problem – including old fashion big mansions. These are not part as part of the Millennials’ dream homes as

they are looking for smart homes! Millennials are also e-commerce and online shopping-driven. The shiny big malls are becoming ghost cities.

• Not everything will be rose for Millennials. They will inherit huge debt and an economy in transition – still driven by fiat. But they will rebuild it.

Betting against crypto is betting against the trends of the history

https://www.federalreserve.gov/careers-economists.htm


T H E  B L O C K C H A I N  P E E R - T O - P E E R  M O D E L  I S  B E I N G  A D O P T E D  FA S T  

▪ As the Billionaire Hedge Fund Manager Paul Tudor Jones solemnly stated: “A Bet on Bitcoin Is a Bet on Human Ingenuity.”  Human ingenuity cannot be 

controlled or suppressed , so are bitcoin and real cryptos – which already passed through all the 3 phases of the Truth: they have been ridiculed, violently 

attacked and now they are being accepted as self-evident.  Didn’t Dimon Jamie - the Chairman of the mighty JP Morgan Chase call Bitcoin a fraud? Now at the 

heels of Morgan Stanley Bitcoin Fund that drew $29.4 Million in just 2 weeks,  Dimon Jamie don’t want to miss out:  a JPMorgan’s Bitcoin Fund to be actively 

managed is in the making! 

▪ Do not be mistaken, the adoption of Bitcoin is not an embrace of love, it is the bending to the rules of the conqueror – the conqueror being Bitcoin! Many 

governments are talking to regulate – even ban - cryptos.  Yes, regulation is good, and it is welcomed.  But which one?  The government regulations will bend to 

the Crypto rules – not the other way round.   Bitcoin is a Borderless Powerhouse, and it is shielded by an Impenetrable Computational Wall of 150 Quintillion 

Calculations per Second - making any attack to Bitcoin an illusion and an absolute impossibility.  The inner workings of the Global Reserve Currency dictate that 

whichever Nation is a geopolitical superpower, its currency becomes ipso facto the global reserve currency.  We have entered the era of network and community 

where cryptos strive.  The monopoly over money creation and markets is being dismantled by peer-to-peer decentralized technological networks.

▪ Whether you like it or not, for the first time in the history of humankind – not only Bitcoin is breaking the sole and long-held monopoly of State over Money - but 

also it is being invested with the cyber monetary superpower and it is displacing the US Dollar as a global reserve asset. On the other hand, Bitcoin is steadily 

disintermediating the very State and dismantling the State-sanctioned central banking system. No State, no Central Bank, no Bank, no Intermediary… is needed 

in the Bitcoin and crypto landscape. In plain language, this is leading to an irrefutable dissolution of the State-sanctioned central banking system as we know it!

▪ Note that the Mass Adoption of Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology has not even started.  However, the beginning has been very fast: Bitcoin is the 8th ($1Tn)

asset per market cap in just 11 years after Gold ($11Tn), Apple ($2Tn), Microsoft ($2Tn), Saudi Aramco ($1.9Tn), Amazon ($1.7), Google ($1.6), Silver ($1.4).  

Bitcoin is where the Internet was back in 1995-96 when it was starting to get some nascent muscles and putting some flesh on its bones.  From Netscape, AOL 

… no one could predict that giants like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Alibaba will see the light of the day…  likewise, no one knows where this crypto, blockchain, 

artificial intelligence revolution is heading. What is certain is that many current systems will be destroyed and the model of Nation-State and Central Banking 

System as we know them will disappear.

The Crypto is here to stay

https://www.coindesk.com/paypal-paul-tudor-jones-breakdown
https://www.coindesk.com/morgan-stanley-bitcoin-fund-draws-29-4m-in-2-weeks-filings-show
https://www.coindesk.com/jpmorgan-to-let-clients-invest-in-bitcoin-fund-for-first-time-sources
https://ganziro.org/


CRYPTOS: ASSETS OF PEACE
▪ According to Dr. Ganziro (The Exorbitant Burden), the global reserve currency status is more dependent to global geopolitical superpower than

economic numbers. To displace a reigning global reserve currency, its home country must be dislodged out of the global geopolitical

superpower seat. This means war because the holder of that seat will never leave it voluntarily.

▪ To have a peaceful change of global reserve status, another kind of war must be staged on a level different from the geopolitical landscape:

Cyberspace. Whichever asset that dominates that space becomes the Cyberspace Superpower and provides the globe reserve asset.

▪ Bitcoin and its Barbarian Altcoin Soldiers are at the gates of Rome - ready to send the Global State-Sanctioned Banking System into the annals of

history, without any violence. They will dominate that space with unbreakable, immutable, permissionless platforms – driven by advanced technologies.

▪ This is happening fast because the governments, the central banks and the state-sanctioned banking system have breached the trust of people. And it

is not that People didn’t trust them. They did give their trust without conditions!

• They trusted the fiat currencies forced into their throats as legal tenders, but the governments turned them into worthlessness.

• They trusted Google, Facebook and the alike with their confidential data, but the latter turned around and sell them to their highest bidder. 

• People are under intense surveillance from their own governments that track their movements and actions and invade their privacy such 

as in China.  Governments are ready to strike their citizens if they suspected them to step out of the official narrative.

▪ Unless governments offer a better system that works for people than the manipulatable & abusable financial and government system - it will be futile to

crack down and ban the cryptos. The path of Bitcoin and cryptos is set and they are unstoppable as they offer a relief from the above unbearable

system. People trade their time and sweet with money, but governments keep corrupting and diluting fiat currencies – literally impoverishing people.

▪ The World is Witnessing the End of the Money as we Know it.

The world of the new generation is heading to a peer-to-peer decentralized system

https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Exorbitant-Burden/?k=9781785606410
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFKZoq2z39s


WHY RAASKOIN?

RAASKOIN  OFFERS  ONE  OF  THE 

MOST SECURE AND INNOVATIVE 

ECOSYSTEMS TO OWN A STABLE 

CRYPTO ASSET BACKED BY 

A COMBINATION OF 

PRECIOUS METALS  

It is fast, easy, driven by an affordable  & revolutionary stablecoin 

that distinctively combines the stability of precious metals

with advanced technology and investment growth



AT THE CENTER OF IT ALL

▪ In Previous Crises, such as the 1930s-Great Depression and the 2008-Great Recession,

innocent people credulously saw their wealth from savings, 401Ks, equity in housing … being

instantly wiped out.

▪ Since 2009, People Have a Choice to shield themselves against rigged banking and market

systems by saving in affordable gold increments, cryptocurrency and blockchain tokens.

▪ Raaskoin Ecosystem Has a Viable Solution: it offers an alternative system to the financial

blackhole of market & currency manipulations, fiat currency outrageous expansion, intrusion to

privacy & sale-off of private information, exposure to hackers, insane leverages and derivatives

systemic risks, serial busting bubbles, with a safe, fast, fully-integrated and scalable stablecoin

ecosystem – backed by physical precious metals.

Rise Africa & Shine integrates precious metals  into 

the revolutionary blockchain technology



▪ In more than the last 2,800 years, gold has been an 

enduring and recurring base of money & trade. 

▪ Gold along silver are the best widely adopted 

wealth insurance (protection) ever and a symbol 

of power & wealth. 

▪ They are hedge against inflation due to their 

intrinsic value.

▪ With the technological advances, especially 

Blockchain, it is now possible to dematerialize 

property and democratize ownership to across the 

world as music was taken out CD to streaming, as 

Amazon took the books out of bookstores to 

online.

RAASKOIN

Raaskoin dematerializes gold, silver and platinum out of the vaults as a Programmable ERC20 Smart 

Contract on Ethereum Blockchain by replicating their natural advantages, representing & 

spreading their ownership, and spending them like cash worldwide  

GOLD IS RAASKOIN’S LIFEBLOOD



GOLD --- A STABLE MONEY

Fiat currency loses value and always reverts to zero overtime 

while assets with intrinsic value such as gold 

preserves wealth… the choice is clear!



GOLD OUTPERFOMS CASH… ALL THE TIMES

“An amount of gold worth

$100,000 in 1913 when the

Federal Reserve was

created was worth $4.5

Million today back in 2013.

However, $100,000 held in

cash for the same period

was only worth $4,000!

Source: monetarygold.com

Typically, prices go up in the future through the work of the inflation – which is an indirect tax… 

… thus, cash left at the whims of the inflation loses its purchasing power over time

Source: monetarygold.com

https://monetarygold.com/gold-vs-dollar/#:~:text=Today%20it%20is%20only%20worth,it%20is%20worth%20over%20%24530%2C000
https://monetarygold.com/gold-vs-dollar/#:~:text=Today%20it%20is%20only%20worth,it%20is%20worth%20over%20%24530%2C000


Country Gold Reserves

United States 8,133.5 Tons

Germany 3,366.8 Tons

Italy 2,451.8 Tons

France 2,436.1 Tons

Russia 2,219.2 Tons

China 1,936.5 Tons

Switzerland 1,040.0 Tons

Japan 765.2 Tons

20 countries held 88% of world gold reserve in 2016.

Why are these countries accumulating gold? 

To be prepared for the coming crisis.  

RACE TO GOLD ACCUMULATION



▪ What we see on our screens gives the impression that the gold price is volatile like any other traded asset. But this is just an illusion

because the price of gold is stable simply because the same quantity of gold buys the same quantity and quality of item such as a car

or a home across time, let it be 10, 20, 50 or 100 years.

▪ Gold price movements expresses the volatility of the fiat currencies the gold is paired with. Thus, gold price going up means that its

paired fiat currency is reverting to its mean - which is historically zero. Consequently, the value of all the assets expressed into the

reverting fiat currency to zero is heading to zero – meaning wiped out.

▪ Therefore, it is in the interest of the governments, central banks and the holy grail of the LBMA Banks and Comex Traders in gold

synthetic papers to manipulate the gold price - not only to manage the public perception and maintain the illusion of value of the fiat

currency running in their economies – but also to reap windfall profits out of the gold synthetic papers trading.

▪ Price discovery on gold & silver markets is fundamentally flawed as it is more reflective of the demand & supply for gold synthetic

papers rather than physical gold simply because the gold demand is channeled into products & vehicles which are not backed by

physical gold, or which are backed by double-counted or borrowed gold away from physical gold - leading to lower physical gold

demand and price.

▪ Bullion Star Informatics shows that the Bullion Banks hold only 100 Tons of Physical Gold Reserves in London, to back up 1,500,000

Tons of Unallocated Gold Trading of Synthetic Papers. This an Outrageous Leverage of over 15,000 times more Unallocated Gold

traded each year than Physical Gold Reserves Backing this Trading.

The collusion of  the highly-leverage gold & silver synthetic papers  at Comex 

with the physical gold & silver delivery at LBMA will soar gold & silver prices

WHY ARE GOLD PRICES MANIPULATED?

https://static.bullionstar.com/blogs/uploads/2017/02/Bullion-Banking-Infographic.jpg
https://static.bullionstar.com/blogs/uploads/2017/02/Bullion-Banking-Infographic.jpg


▪ Stablecoins are pegged to a stable asset such as the U.S. dollar or Gold to mitigate high crypto volatility – making Stablecoins far better suited as a store of 

value compared to decentralized crypto assets such as Bitcoin.  The issue is how stable is the underlying asset and how reliable is the issuing entity.  

• Fiat-Collateralized Stablecoins - such as Tether (USDT) are linked and maintain adequate US dollar reserve as collateral.  However, since all the fiat revert to their mean – which is zero, 

Stablecoins backed by fiat currencies don’t meet the definition of a Stablecoin. 

• Commodity-Backed Stablecoins can be redeemed at the predetermined conversion rate. This is the case of Raaskoin which is redeemable at the conversion rate of 100 Raaskoins = 1gr 

of Pure Gold @ 99.99 Purity.  The vaulting and regular audit fees are the main cost of maintaining 1:1 ratio between the Raaskoins in circulation and the backing commodities.  

• After Tokensale, the buyers will hold their Raaskoins in their own wallet – compatible to Raaskoin - ERC20 Smart Contract Running on Ethereum Blockchain.  The only concerns for 

Raaskoin Investors would be  the volatility of gold, silver & platinum and the counterpart risk of the  independent vaulting custodians that will be storing the backing precious metals. 

▪ Concurrently, investors have the latitude to redeem their Raaskoins and hold gold, silver or platinum for capital appreciation.

• Diversified Precious Basket.  Even though gold is a popular precious metal backing Raaskoin, but many nations sit on enormous gold reserves, and nobody knows how they might use 

them in the event of a major economic crisis.  To mitigate this uncertainty, Raaskoin is pegged to a diversified precious basket at a fixed ratio of 100 Raaskoins = 1 Gr of Pure Gold or its 

equivalent in Silver or Platinum amount of gold to ensure the its stability.  

HOW STABLE IS RAASKOIN AS A STABLECOIN? 

Due to its utility and changing trading volumes, the value of Raaskoin may

deviate from its 1:1 ratio underlying assets, but with a stop-loss at 

the redemption rate of 100 Raaskoins = 1gr of Pure Gold. 



RAASKOIN ECOSYSTEM

RISE 
AFRICA 
& SHINE

RAASBANK

RAASDeFi

RAASKOIN

RAASTRADE



PHYSICAL GOLD & SILVER MINTED RAASKOINS



FOR MORE INFORMATION

raas@raaskoin.com

rise@risafrica.com

info@riaastrade.net

https://www.raaskoin.com/

https://www.risafrica.com/

https://raastrade.net/ico/front
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